Through THYME, the universities of York, Hull and Teesside have found new and innovative ways to work together and to reach out to bio-based businesses and other regional stakeholders. The links forged and the best practice in knowledge transfer they have developed will make a lasting contribution to the region’s bioeconomy.

**Funded** 40 inter-university and industry collaborative proof-of-concept and follow-on funding projects worth £2 million.

**Reached over** 358 researchers and industry partners via 8 cluster events with BioVale, NEPIC and CATCH.

**Reached over** 200 students at 50 schools outreach events.

**13,974** people viewed THYME multimedia as part of the Royal Summer Science Society Exhibition: biorefinery minecraft game, anaerobic digestion animation and a lightning talk.

**Reached over** 120 early career researchers and SMEs at 9 entrepreneurial workshops.

**Leveraged** £28.7 million including match from industry, the European Regional Development Fund and the National Horizons Centre.

**Brought together** 25 data maps and with over 3 million individual data points as part of the virtual THYME region interactive map.

**Awarded** £1.8 million additional funding by Research England Connecting Capabilities Fund.

Find out more: www.thyme.biovale.org #THYMEproject